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A+B Gallery is pleased to present new and recent works by Markus Saile, on view in 20a Gabriele Rosa Street 
in Brescia, Italy from Saturday December 7th, day of the vernissage. This marks the artist's first solo show with 
the gallery, following his recent exhibition at A+B’s Art Verona fair gallery booth. 
In Markus Saile’s work, the constant shift of sizes plays a central role. Like the different forms in his paintings 
communicate each other, sometimes transcending the edges of the picture, the works themselves create 
assemblages that relate to the exhibition space. Thus, they enable an interaction with the viewer which 
Baptist Ohrtmann describes as follows:  
 
"In a certain sense, Markus Saile’s works display soft pictorial spaces. One could say that the power relation 
between art object and gaze is newly ordered within them. They show uniform, but also fractured 
compositions, which refuse the viewer a definitive, self-contained image. They seem to represent 
something—spaces, landscapes, affects—while, at once, disguising their representative function. They close 
themselves off in order to display themselves to the viewer again and again in an act of evocation. While they 
initially have a calm and muted effect, this comes to harbor a complexity when the viewer is made less certain 
of his visual access. He shifts between image and frame, gesture and architecture, detail and whole, view in 
and at the image. The works generate a kind of flickering of perception – an open instability. In this way, they 
are never entirely present. But their reservedness and absence is uncynical; there is no grammar, message, or 
ideology hidden beneath them. They know no better than the viewer. And the viewer knows no better than 
the works.“ 
 
 
Born in 1981 in Stuttgart, Markus Saile received his diploma from Braunschweig University of Art and then 
was Meisterschueler with prof. Frances Scholz in 2011. The artist was selected for the STRABAG Artaward 
International in Vienna (cat.). Currently he is participating at "Now! Painting in Germany Today", at museums 
in Bonn, Chemnitz, Hamburg and Wiesbaden (cat.). The solo show "Das 'und' gleicht dem Chamäleon" is 
running at Galerie Markus Lüttgen, Düsseldorf. Kunstverein Springhornhof presented his solo show "non-
travail" (cat.)  in 2013. Selected group shows: 2019 "Zwei Alter: Jung", Crone Side, Berlin; "Köln um halb acht", 
Temporary Gallery, Cologne; 2018 "Face my boost by your ShotSpotter", Hardspace, Basel; 2017 "Time is the 
longest distance" (duo show with Talisa Lallai), Galerie Nathalie Halgand, Vienna; 2015 „o.T." (ohne Titel), Arp 
Museum, Rolandseck (cat.) 
 


